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Abstract. Resources sharing is an important but complex problem to
be solved. The problem is exacerbated in a coalition context due to pol-
icy constraints, that reflect concerns regarding security, privacy and per-
formance to name a few, placed on the resources. Thus, to effectively
share resources, members of a coalition need to negotiate on policies and
at times refine them to meet the needs of the operating environment.
Towards achieving this goal, in this work we propose and evaluate a
novel policy negotiation mechanism based on the interest-based negotia-
tion paradigm. Interest-based negotiation, promotes collaboration when
compared with the traditional, position-based negotiation approaches.

1 Introduction

Negotiation is a form of interaction usually expressed as a dialogue between two
or more parties with conflicting interests that try to achieve mutual agreement
about the exchange of scarce resources, resolve points of difference and craft out-
comes that satisfy various interests. Chasing mutual agreements, the involved
parties make proposals, trade options and offer concessions. The automation of
the negotiation process and its integration with autonomic, multi-agent environ-
ments has been well-researched over the last few decades [1, 2].

The theoretical approaches for automated negotiation can be classified into
three major categories: (1) game theoretic (2) heuristic, and (3) argumentation
based [1]. The first two represent traditional, bilateral negotiation mechanisms
wherein each negotiation party exchanges offers aiming to usually satisfy their
own interests. Both approaches fall under the broader spectrum of position-
based negotiations (PBN), where participants attack the opposing parties’ offers,
trying to convince them for the suitability of their own ones. Typically, those
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approaches are formalized as search problems in the space of possible deals by
focusing on negotiation objectives.

Argumentation-based negotiation (ABN) has been introduced as a means to
enhance automated negotiation by exchanging richer information between nego-
tiators. Interest-based negotiation (IBN) is a type of ABN based on a mechanism,
where negotiating agents exchange information about the goals that motivate
the negotiation action [3,4]. IBN unlike PBN approaches, tackles the problem of
negotiation, focusing on “why to negotiate for” rather than on “what to negotiate
for”, aiming to lead negotiating parties to win-win solutions.

Multi-party teams are often formed to support collective endeavors, which
otherwise would be difficult, if not impossible, to achieve by a single party. In
order to support such activities, resources belonging to collaborative partners
are shared among the team members. Mechanisms, for effective resource shar-
ing between institutions and/or individuals are actively and broadly explored in
research community. This is due to the impact that different resource sharing
setups and modifications (what to share, with who, when and under what condi-
tions) can bring into the collaboration, with respect to domains such as security,
privacy and performance to name only a few.

Consider for instance the following scenarios: a) the resource sharing in cor-
porate environments such as the recent MobileFirst partnership between IBM
and Apple where cloud and other services are shared in a daily basis; or b) a
short-lived, mobile, opportunistic network comprised of few peer members, es-
tablished for message routing or data sharing. In both cases, an access control
mechanism that governs resource sharing, needs to be implemented for estab-
lishing smooth collaboration. A suitable mechanism for managing access control
on resources of such systems is a policy-based management system (PBMS).
A PBMS provides systems administrators with a programable, abstract layer
that describes the system to be managed, enabling them to express high-level,
management goals and objectives through high-level policy rules.

The more complex and heterogeneous a multi-party, collaborative formations
is, the more complex the mechanism that establishes trust between collaborators
is as well; this has a negative impact on developing stricter resource sharing
policy rules, which raises the barriers towards smooth and effective collaboration.
In such scenarios, the need for a tool for enabling authorization policy negotiation
is imperative, in order for strict policy rules to be refined accordingly, so that to
promote collaboration.

The work herein presents a novel, interest-based policy negotiation mecha-
nism for enabling authorization policy negotiation in multi-party, collaborative
and dynamic environments. It focuses on policy makers who are not necessarily
experts in either IT or negotiation techniques. To the best of our knowledge
there is no mature work done on policy negotiation in general. The vast ma-
jority of automated negotiation work: a) deals with autonomous, multi-agent
environments, b) utilizes PBN approaches and c) invariably ignores the special
characteristics of multi-party, collaborative environments.
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It is our belief that by understanding the interests behind collaborative par-
ties’ policies and by crafting options that can meet their asset sharing require-
ments, IBN could provide a negotiation mechanism, that promotes good col-
laboration unlike PBN, which inadvertently creates adversarial negotiation at-
mosphere. Moreover, the PBN paradigm with its fixed, opposing positions is a
cumbersome negotiation method, to cope with more dynamic environments [1].
From an architectural point of view, the proposed negotiation mechanism can
operate in parallel to a PBMS. Briefly, the proposed, policy IBN mechanism
considers an approach that refines strict policies, in order to increase overall us-
ability of collaborators’ assets while remaining faithful to existing authorization
policies. The main contributions of this of work are as follows:

1. Definition of an interest-based authorization policy negotiation model.
2. Specification of an architecture for its integration with PBMS.
3. Evaluation of policy IBN behavior through simulation experiments.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss
previous literature on policy negotiation approaches. Section 3 presents an illus-
trative walkthrough of the policy negotiation mechanism. Section 4 describes the
policy negotiation framework, the policy language, and its interface to PBMS by
means of an architectural overview. Section 5 presents the algorithmic steps for
IBN achievement through policy refinement and in Section 6 we evaluate IBN
through simulation of multi-party, collaborative environments. We conclude this
document in Section 7 by summarizing our contribution and outlining future
research directions.

2 Background & Related Work

The first computer applications for supporting bilateral negotiations were de-
veloped in late 1960s [5]. The reason for their emergence was to assist human
negotiators to overcome weaknesses related to negotiation process such as cog-
nitive biases, emotional risks, and their inability to manage complex negotiation
environments. Although there is rich literature on negotiation protocols in au-
tonomous, Multi-agent Systems (MAS), there is very limited and no mature
work done on policy negotiation.

Briefly, an agent in the context of MAS, is perceived as a software compu-
tational entity, capable of possessing the properties of autonomy, social ability,
reactivity and pro-activeness [6]. In order for MAS agents to cooperatively solve
problems, a comprehensive interaction is needed. Negotiation is an effective agent
interaction mechanism, enabling autonomous bidirectional deliberation in both
situations of competition and cooperation. For the development of sophisticated,
negotiation models there are three areas that need to be considered: a) the ne-
gotiation protocols that define the rules of interaction amongst agents, b) the
negotiation objects that contain the range of issues on which agreements must
be achieved and c) the negotiation decision making models that guide agents’
concession stance [7].
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Initially, automated negotiation has received considerable attention in the
field of economics, utilizing the analytical methods of game theory [8], aiming to
calculate the equilibrium outcome before the negotiation game is played. While
interesting conceptually, the game theoretic approaches have been criticized for
assuming: a) complete and common information and b) perfect and correct in-
formation. However, most real world problems are cases of imperfect, erroneous
and incomplete information where revelation is not realistic [4].

Heuristic negotiation approaches, started to being studied to cope with the
computationally expensive game theoretic ones, which unrealistically considered
the agents as entities of unlimited computational resources and time. Thus, they
focused on producing good, but efficient negotiation decisions, as opposed to
the optimal and inefficient decisions provided by predecessors [9]. The two basic
limitations of heuristic approaches were: a) the underused agent communication
and cognitive capabilities (e.g., agents’ rejection as a feedback when a negotiation
agreement is not achieved) and b) the statically defined agents positions (i.e.,
each agent has a clearly defined and static position) [4].

The intuition behind ABN is that the negotiating parties can improve the
way they negotiate by exchanging explicit information about their intentions.
This information exchange reveals unknown, non-shared, incomplete, and im-
precise information about the underlying attitudes of the parties involved in the
negotiation [10]. Think for instance, a negotiation case where two negotiators
after exchanging offers are very close to achieve an agreement, but lacking this
extra information they give up moments before achieving it.

We see the role of PBMS in managing large, complex and dynamic systems
as of a high importance and the existence of sophisticated ways to do so imper-
ative. We believe that the integration of an effective negotiation mechanism on
a PBMS, works towards this direction.

To the best of our knowledge, no work had previously attempted to bring
the IBN paradigm into policy negotiation. The authors in [11] focus on the
requirements of policy languages, which deal with trust negotiation and pay
attention on the technical aspects and properties of trust models to effectively
negotiate with access requests. They do not research any of the aspects of policy
negotiation and the scenarios they deal with are less dynamic compared to our
problem domain.

The work in [12] proposes an architecture that combines a policy-based man-
agement mechanism for evaluating privacy policy rules with a policy negotiation
roadmap. It is very generic and does not provide clear evidence of any effective-
ness of the proposed approach, while lacking any evaluation. [13] is the first work
that looks into policy negotiation and covers the area in depth. It also looks into
collaborative environments and introduces the notion of ABN in policy negotia-
tion. However, it focuses on a very specific application domain in which it deals
with writing insurance policies. The whole process is based on a static approach
maintaining a common and collaborative knowledge base.

The work discussed in [14] has many similarities to our work; it deals with
cooperative environments where a PBMS is employed for managing the service
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composition in a distributed setting, while a negotiation framework is used to
effectively compose services. The main difference with the work proposed herein
is that the objective of the negotiation in [14] is the services that are managed
by policies, not the policies themselves. We believe that in order to decrease the
management overhead, the objective of the negotiation should be the policies.
This is because policies, are the core of a PBMS and the logical component where
the system’s management resides.

Finally, [15] proposes a policy negotiation approach and presents its archi-
tecture. It lacks of any effectiveness evaluation while it does not consider either
multi-partner or dynamic environments, following the PBN paradigm.

3 IBN and Asset Sharing Policies: Setting the Scene

Below, we provide illustrative scenarios to explain and motivate the use of IBN
on policies, in charge of regulating asset sharing in collaborative environments.
In Subsection 3.1 we revisit the classic orange–chefs scenario discussed in best-
selling book Getting to YES [3] and then we transfer the same IBN principles
into an opportunistic, mobile asset sharing scenario in Subsection 3.2.

3.1 The Chefs-Orange Scenario

Two chefs that work in the same kitchen, both want to use orange for their
recipes. Unfortunately, there is only one orange left. Instead of negotiating on
who is going to get the orange or some portion of it, as in a zero-sum, PBN
approach, the two chefs opt to follow an IBN inspired approach. So, they ask
each other why they need the orange for. In other words, they try to better
understand their underlying goals of using the orange. Answering the “why”
question, it turns out that one chef needs only the orange flesh (to execute a
sauce recipe) while the other needs only its peel (for executing a dessert recipe)
leading them to share the orange accordingly, achieving a win-win negotiation
outcome.

3.2 Asset Sharing Policy Negotiation

An individual P2 wants to access a smartphone device SMD, owned by the
individual P1. However, P1 has a set of restrictions which are captured by policy
set R on how to share SMD with other people. These restrictions may reflect
privacy concerns (e.g., by accessing their smartphone, one could have access to
their photos). For the sake of clarity, in this example, we assume that the set R
contains the following policy constraint R1: do not share the device SMD with
anyone else but its owner. When P2 asks for permission to use the physical device
SMD, R1 prohibits this action. Ostensibly there is little room for negotiation here
with the current set of policies, if one follows a PBN approach.

However, by applying the IBN and trying to understand the underlying in-
terests of the involving parties, we believe the situation could be handled in a
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satisfactory manner for both parties. For example, asking the “why” question it
turns out that P2 needs a data service (as opposed to the physical device), in
order to execute the task of Email submission and P1 does not mind sharing
a data connection as a hotspot with a trusted party; if P1 could get to know
why P2 needs the device for, the situation could be solved to the satisfaction
of both parties. All an IBN mechanism needs to do in this case is to introduce
another policy – actually a refinement of the existing policy – to R1 to say that
data service can be shared among trusted parties. We argue that in such cases,
by understanding the situation and broadening the space of possible negotiation
deals, one can reach a win-win solution.

As stated earlier, IBN is a type of ABN where the negotiating parties ex-
change information about their negotiation goals, which then guide the negotia-
tion process. Thus, the why party of the intention is of major importance when
compared with the what part. We would say, that the IBN is more of a negoti-
ation shortcut method rather than a typical negotiation process. By attacking
the problem of negotiation, IBN could potentially skip the proposals making,
the options trading and the need for negotiating parties to offer concession as in
PBN cases. Instead of trying to negotiate on a fixed pie, it tries to find alterna-
tives so that to expand it. In the next section, we shall introduce our IBN-based
policy mechanism and provide our intuition behind the approach.

4 Interest-based Policy Negotiation Mechanism

The designing and development of intelligent tools and protocols for enhancing
the negotiation process amongst human negotiators, needs to achieve some de-
sirable outcomes that are secured by meeting a set of systematic properties such
as: guaranteed negotiation success (i.e., negotiation mechanism that guaran-
tees agreement), simplicity (i.e., eases negotiation decision for the participants),
maximization of social welfare (i.e., maximization of the sum of payoffs or util-
ities of participants) to name a few. A complete list of desirable negotiation
outcomes and evaluation criteria as described throughout the literature can be
found in [16]. The main objective of the negotiation mechanism proposed herein,
is to increase of social welfare.

In scenarios that often suffer from resource scarcity (i.e., environments where
resource demand exceeds supply), and many user tasks may be competing for
the same resource in order to be served, like those described in introduction, the
formation of coalitions offers alleviation by bringing more resources on the ta-
ble. The relationships between collaborative parties in those scenarios are mostly
peer-to-peer (P2P), without assuming fully cooperative relationships. Coalition
partners often pursue cooperation but they deny to share sensitive intelligence
that can deliver greater value to the collaborators [17]. In literature this kind
of relationship model, where parties have cooperative and competitive attitudes
from time to time, is called coopetition [18]. The PBMS is in charge here, play-
ing a regulative role in order to keep balance between asset sharing and asset
“protection”.
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The mechanism presented herein allows negotiation on policies with minimal
human intervention. In traditional system management, policies associated with
PBMS are static (or rarely change); these systems, however, fail miserably in
dynamic environments where policies need to adopt according to situational
changes. We note, that it is not prudent to assume human operators in these
environments that can effectively be on top of every change to manage PBMS(s)
effectively; they require automated assistance.

Summarizing the intention behind applying IBN principles, on policy regu-
lated asset sharing, it considers a cooperative negotiation approach, for strict
policies refinement, that aims to: a) increase social welfare by increasing the
overall usability of collaborative assets while b) remaining faithful to existing
authorization policies, maintaining their core trends. Utilizing such a tool, a
multilateral policy transformation can be achieved establishing a more effec-
tive PBMS, considering input and criteria from multi-party formations, for the
benefit of the coalition.

The product of IBN execution is a new, refined, authorization policy rule.
The IBN mechanism when refining the strict policy, considers the interest of
both: asset owner and asset requestor. As far as the negotiation protocol is con-
cerned, each negotiation session considers sets of two negotiators, so we deal with
a bilateral negotiation mechanism. The issue that needs to be settled through
the negotiation process, is the granting (or not) of access to non-sharable assets
through policy refinement, thus, the protocol deals with single-attribute negoti-
ations.

4.1 Policies Under Negotiation

The proposed policy negotiation framework is applied on authorization policies
expressed in the Controlled English (CE) policy language [19]. CE policy lan-
guage is an ontological approach that uses a Controlled Natural Language (CNL)
for defining a policy representation that is both human-friendly (CNL represen-
tation) and unambiguous for computers (using a CE reasoner) [20]. CE is used
to define domain models that describe the system to be managed. The domain
models take the form of concept definitions and comprise objects, their proper-
ties, and the relationships amongst them. Those domain model components are
the building blocks of the attribute-based CE policy language.

Each policy rule follows the if-condition(s)-then-action form and consists of
four basic grammatical blocks as shown below:

– Subject: specifies the entities (human/machine) which interpret obligation
policies or can access assets in authorization policies

– Action: what must be performed for obligations and what is permitted for
authorization

– Target: objects on which actions are to be performed

– Constraints: boolean conditions
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Fig. 1. Authorization Policy Negotiation Scenario: Domain Model.

The utilization of CE here is two-folde. It is not only the user friendly formal
representation of a) the system to be managed and b) its policy-based manage-
ment, but it also helps decision makers who lack technical expertise to cope in a
more transparent way with the complexities associated with policy negotiation.
It does so by easing the comparison between the original and the refined pol-
icy proposed by IBN, using a user friendly representation. Figure 1 provides a
graphical depiction of the CE-based domain model, which describes the smart-
phone access scenario of Section 3.2 , while the CE representation of policy R1
is shown below.

Policy R1

If

( there is an Asset A named SMD ) and

( there is a Person P named P1 )

then

( the Person P canAccess the Asset A )

.

4.2 IBN Integration into Policy Regulated Asset Sharing

The role of policies in managing a system, is to guide its actions towards behav-
iors that would secure optimal system’s outcomes. Different users have different
rights, relationships and interests in regards to deployed coalition assets. Non-
owner users want to gain access to assets in order to increase the probability
of serving their tasks’ needs, while owners want to protect their assets from
unauthorized users. There is therefore a monopolistic resource usage case. The
proposed negotiation approach considers both concerns in a single mechanism
providing a mechanism that pursues a win-win negotiation outcome for any sets
of negotiators. In other words, it tries through negotiation to redefine what is a
suboptimal system outcome given: a) the currently-deployed assets, b) the user
created tasks’ needs and c) the policies themselves.
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Fig. 2. Interest-based policy negotiation and task implementation.

The finite state diagram of Figure 2 depicts the role the policy negotiation
mechanism plays on tasks’ implementation in collective endeavors. The human,
task creator, in order to serve their appetite for information, creates tasks with
a utility demand. The Asset-Task Assignment (ATA) component is in charge
for optimizing the task utility by allocating the appropriate assets (information-
providing assets) to each task. The PBMS component is responsible then, for
evaluating and enforcing authorization policies made by multi-party collabora-
tors. In the case of a non-restrictive authorization policy the task creator gets
their task served. If the policy rule is restrictive, the policy negotiation compo-
nent takes over. It first takes input from ATA, so that to define the creator’s
interest behind accessing the asset, and then modifies the policy rule accordingly
passing it to the asset owner for confirmation. Given the asset owner’s decision
the task is then either satisfied or unsatisfied.

4.3 IBN Enabled PBMS

The policy negotiation framework can be integrated into a PBMS as a plug-in,
enabling negotiation in policy enforcement process. A PBMS, as defined by stan-
dards organizations such as IETF and DMTF consists of four basic components
as shown in Figure 3: a) the policy management tool, b) the policy repository,
c) the policy enforcement point, and d) the policy decision point [21]. The pol-
icy management tool is the entry point through which policy makers interface
(write, update and delete) with policies to be enforced on the system. The policy
repository is a specific data store where the policies generated by the manage-
ment tool are held (step A1). The PEP is the logical component that can take
actions on enforcing the policies’ decisions, while the PDP is the logical entity
that makes policy decisions for itself or for other system elements that request
such decisions. Triggered by an event that needs policy’s evaluation the PEP
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contacts PDP (step A2), which is responsible for fetching the necessary policy
from policy repository (step A3, A4), evaluates it and decides the actions that
need to be enforced on PEP (step A5).

Fig. 3. IBN extended PBMS

In addition to the four basic PBMS elements, Figure 3 also includes a human-
in-the-loop element, representing the roles played by the asset requestor and
owner in the negotiation process. The additional component where the IBN
framework resides is called Policy Negotiation Point (PNP) and lies between
the PEP and PDP, interfacing also with the human-in-the-loop element. As
mentioned before, the PNP is triggered to attempt to refine authorization policies
when a user creates a task that cannot be served due to restrictive policies.
The dashed lines show optional communication between the PBMS components,
which is only established when a policy negotiation incident occurs. The red
numbered part of the figure (flow paths which are prefixed by A’s) describe
the typical PBMS operational flow, while the green part (flow paths which are
prefixed by B’s) replace step A5 (red, dotted line) with the policy negotiation
extension. Note that the separation between the components can be only logical
when they reside in the same physical device. When PNP detects a restrictive
policy (step B5) it refines it following the steps described in the following section
and passes it to the asset owner for confirmation (step B6). If the asset owner
accepts the refined policy rule, it is then pushed to PEP for enforcement (step
B7) and either is stored in Policy Repository permanently (step B8) or can be
only enforced once and then be discarded. This is on asset owner’s jurisdiction.
Otherwise step A5 is executed as before.
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5 Achieving IBN through Policy Refinement

The negotiators in our scenario are essentially decision makers who generally
lack negotiation expertise. Thus, the IBN mechanism tries to take, as much
as possible, the negotiation weight off their shoulders rather than providing
them the means for making proposals and trade options themselves. However,
it does not exclude them completely from the negotiation process as in fully
automated models. To achieve such behavior it simply applies the IBN principles
described in Chefs-Orange scenario of Section 3.1, exploiting the domain model’s
semantics, the semantics of the polices and the seamless relation between them
as they both share the same CE representation.

The objective of the negotiation is the restrictive policies. Asking the why
question as in Chefs-Orange scenario, to the asset requestor side, the PNP gets
as a reply the reason why they need the asset for (i.e., to get their task served).
Asking the why question to the asset owners/policy authors side, it gets the
reasons why they do not want to grant access to their assets respectively. The
prerequisite for the PNP operation here, is to have full and accurate knowledge
of the managed system. This is achieved by having unlimited and unconditional
access to both domain model and policy rules of Policy Repository. Unlike the
majority of the proposed PBN approaches, the human-in-the-loop negotiators in
our case are ignorant of the preferences of their opponents, while their knowledge
in terms of the domain model reaches only the ground of their own expertise
and ownership.

Utilizing CE as the formal representation for describing the system to be
managed, and the representation for expressing authorization policies, eases the
human-machine communication (i.e., communication between PNP and non-IT
expert negotiators) for exchanging information regarding the negotiation process
in a transparent way. The human-machine communication through CE conver-
sational agents has been described in [22] where a human-machine, machine-
machine and machine-human communication protocol was presented for provid-
ing intelligence to decision makers through fusing human input, unstructured
with structured information. However, trying to automate as much as possible
the negotiation process, the why question is rather rhetorical here (i.e., PNP
does not require input from user). In the asset requestor’s case, the answer to
the why question is quite simple and straightforward and the PNP is aware of
it just by taking input from the Asset-Task Assignment component of Figure 2.
The asset requestor clearly wants to access the asset in order to get their task
served. Hence, a desired negotiation outcome as far as the asset requestor is con-
cerned, is the derivation of a refined policy that has them included in the set of
Subject policy block, with a positive access (i.e., canAccess) Action, to a Target
set that includes the prohibited asset capable of serving their task’s needs.

Inferring the answer to the why question from the asset owner’s side, for
understanding their interests and broadening the negotiation space, is a more
challenging task. In general any application of authorization systems, aims to
specify access rights to resources. A simple answer would be including the reasons
why asset owners want to decline access rights to their resources in a negative
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authorization policy, or alternatively the reasons for granting access to their
resources in a positive one. Thus, the why question from the asset owner/policy
maker side can be extracted as the rationale of a policy rule. Combining the
definitions from [23, 24] the rationale is the reasoning pathway from contextual
facts, assumptions and decisions, through the reasoning steps, which describes
the development of an artifact including details of why it was designed.

Looking carefully at a policy rule, its rationale is basically described from the
policy’s Condition(s) block. The policy R1 of Section 4.1 is rather a simple one
referring deliberately to a simple scenario and this might not be easily inferred.
Considering other more complex policy rules with several conditions describing
for instance constraints such as the age of the requestor or their expertise this
is easier inferred.

However, this is not exactly the answer to the why question we are looking for
here. Considering the policies as the means for guiding systems’ actions towards
behaviors to achieve optimal outcomes, the Condition(s) policy block refers to
the actions level of the policy. Our focus here is on the higher level, this of the
system’s behavior. Focusing on a higher level, gives us the agility to find different
policies as far as the actions are concerned, that provides the same functionality
in terms of behavior; and the different policies we are looking for are those
which serve the needs of the asset requestors as well. Achieving this goal, leads
the negotiation to a win-win outcome like the one described in Chefs-Orange
scenario. The next steps describe the process for reaching such an outcome.

In the event of a restricting authorization policy, that prohibits a task cre-
ator/asset requestor to access desired resources, in order to get their task served,
the PNP, is activated taking input from ATA component as shown in input step
of Figure 4 (upper left hand side). The input refers to both: a) the task’s needs
and b) the very specific resources needed for its implementation. In a policy-
based, access control system, the resources required for a task’s implementation
are represented by the Target policy rule block. If the Target block of the cur-
rently applied/restricting policy rule refers to a superset of the resources passed
as input to PNP from ATA then the policy refinement mechanism develops as
follows:

Step 1: The simplistic domain model of Figure 1 presents only the concepts
involved in the smartphone scenario of Section 3.2 and their relationships. It
hides however their properties. Assume that the concept Asset has a property
named Provided capability and that the Asset instance named SMD has the
Provided capability property named Tethering. Thus, the policy R1 by denying
access to SMD, it denies access to any of SMD’s provided capability or in other
words denies access to any of SMD’s subsets capable of serving a desired task.
Thus, the IBN mechanism, trying to broaden the negotiation space, separates
the SMD from its Provided capability property as shown in Step1 of Figure 4
allowing SMD’s capabilities to be subject of a policy rule Target block.

Step 2: The concept Task has a property named Required capability and the
Task instance Email submission has a number of required capabilities including
that of Tethering. The second step of IBN process, considering input from ATA
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Fig. 4. IBN through Policy Refinement: Graphical representation.

regarding task’s needs, it separates it from its Required capability property as
shown in Step2 of Figure 4.

Step 3: In Step 3, as shown in Figure 4, now that required/provided Capa-
bility exists as standalone concept in the conceptual model, the IBN mechanism
allows for a relationship and thus for an Action policy rule block to emerge
between asset requestor (presented as Person concept) and asset’s capabilities
(presented as Capability concept). In other words the asset requestor (i.e., P2)
now can access a subset/subsystem of the asset that provides required capabil-
ities (i.e., Tethering), for their task’s to be served and this can be expressed in
CE policy rule and reasoned on CE conceptual model.

Step 4: This step performs the policy refinement5 . The asset requestor
(i.e., P2) is represented by the Subject block of the refined policy rule, which has
as Action block a positive authorization action (i.e., canAccess) and its Target
block refers to the provided by the prohibited Asset and required by the desired
Task Capability (i.e., Tethering). The CE refined policy R1-Refined below is
passed then to the asset owner for approval.

5 Note that the term policy refinement herein refers to a different process than the
policy refinement in [25], which describes the process of interpreting more general,
business layer policies to more specific, system layer ones.
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Policy R1-Refined

if

( there is an asset A named SMD ) and

( there is a Capability C named Tethering ) and

( there is a Person P named P2 )

then

( the Person P canAccess the Capability C ).

The asset owner P1 is in charge of approving or not the replacement of
policy rule R1 from the proposed by IBN policy rule R1-Refined. In the case
of approval the refined rule R1-Refined is enforced over R1 providing access to
SMD’s Tethering capability. It is then either stored in Policy Repository or can
be only enforced once and then be discarded. This is on asset owner’s jurisdiction.

6 Policy IBN Evaluation

Ideally, the evaluation of the behavior and effectiveness of IBN as a negotiation
mechanism for policy-regulated asset sharing, should had human participants
involved, operating in a collaborative environment, such as an opportunistic
network scenario. Considering their own sharing constraints, they would be re-
sponsible for the approval or rejection of the refined policies proposed by IBN
mechanism.

6.1 Simulation Setup

We conduct an experiment by simulating this environment, to test the policy
IBN mechanism’s behavior prior to carrying out a more resource-costly human
participant experiment. The simulation describes an asset sharing scenario of a
small, short lived opportunistic network. In the scenario, there are three basic
concepts: a) the human users, b) their assets and c) the tasks they create. The
users are the asset owners and in charge of sharing them with others through a
PBMS. Being eager for consuming information, users create tasks that require
specific resources provided by the deployed assets in order to be served. Often,
task creators cannot serve their tasks just by utilizing their own resources and
ask for support by their peers in the opportunistic network.

The simulated, opportunistic network scenario assumes 8 users, each one of
them owns one asset. There are three types of assets, as many as the types of the
tasks the users can create. Each asset type has the capability to serve a partic-
ular task type meeting its information requirements. As far as the asset sharing
is concerned, it is managed through policies written by asset owners. Each user
opts whether to exclusively use their assets (following concerns regarding se-
curity, privacy, performance and other) or sharing them with the others. This
intention is expressed through authorization policies. We do not assume any
spatial constraints in the simulated network, which implies that all the users,
operate in distance where their devices have enough transmission/reception ca-
pacity to communicate with each other. Moreover, one out of three asset types
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has a monolithic architectural design making it capable of serving only one par-
ticular task, unlike the other two, more capable devices that can operate as
platforms that provide several capabilities, able to serve more than one task
types.

To better visualize the simulated scenario, think of the following vignette.
Eight individuals (i.e., opportunistic network’s users) go hiking across a moun-
tain. The three types of assets are: a) a smartphone device such as the SMD de-
scribed in previous sections, b) a music player equipped with transmitter/receiver
and communication protocol capabilities able to communicate with other assets
of the same type and c) a monolithic wearable pedometer device. The three
possible tasks created by users are: a) the submission of an email, which re-
quires internet connection provided by a smartphone device, b) a music sharing
task, which is served by portable music players capable of exchanging songs and
playlists with other devices of the same type and c) a step counting task, served
by the monolithic pedometer device.

The IBN mechanism, following the steps described in the previous section
is only capable to be applied on polylithic assets (i.e., SMD and music player
device) when strict authorization policies are applied. For the implementation of
the step counting task, the user needs to physically access a pedometer device.
Hence, if the user that creates and need to serve a step counting task, either does
not own a pedometer device or any of the pedometer devices of the network are
not shareable due to strict authorization policies, the IBN mechanism is unable
to provide any policy refinement.

The total number of created tasks is 100. They are created randomly by
the eight users, which implies uneven number of tasks for each user. Task types
are also randomly picked as do the types of the user owned assets. As it was
mentioned before, the main objective of the IBN mechanism is to increase the
social welfare. To measure the effect of IBN on social welfare in our scenario we
use as metrics the proportion of served and dropped tasks. A task is considered
dropped (i.e., unsupported by opportunistic network’s deployed assets), if there
are no available resources to satisfy the task utility demand.

To have a better picture of IBN effect on social welfare, we experiment with
three different asset sharing models. The first and strictest one deals with very
conservative (in terms of sharing policies) users where they do not share any of
their devices with their peers. In this case the asset sharing is set to 0% and
the user created tasks can only be served, if and only if their creators’ devices
are capable to do so. In the second experiment we set the asset sharing to 25%
namely 25% of the total devices are shareable and finally the last and most
liberal case deals with 50% asset sharing. In all three experiments we measure
the proportion of served and dropped tasks when: a) the IBN mechanism is
deactivated IBN OFF and b) the IBN mechanism is activated IBN ON. For
all six experimental cases

– Asset sharing 0%: 1) IBN OFF, 2) IBN ON
– Asset sharing 25%: 1) IBN OFF, 2) IBN ON
– Asset sharing 50%: 1) IBN OFF, 2) IBN ON
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we execute each simulation instance 100 times, averaging the measurements
(i.e., the percentage of served and dropped tasks).

Fig. 5. PNP: IBN OFF vs IBN ON

6.2 Simulation RedLines

For simulating the approval or rejection of the refined policies (i.e., the relaxed
policies provided by IBN) we utilize a mechanism called RedLine. We borrowed
the term RedLine from the worldwide used phrase ”Red line”, or ”cross the red
line”, which means a figurative point of no return or a limit past which safety can
no longer be guaranteed. Each user at the beginning of the simulation, randomly
gets their RedLines settled, which defines their intention to approve or reject
the refined policies. Given the complexity, in terms of assets capabilities and
tasks requirements, we assume, it is difficult for opportunistic network’s users to
write fine-grained policies to define access control on every possible combination
of them. In SMD case for instance, the asset owner P1, being unable to cope
with the complexity of matching SMD’s capabilities and Email submission task’s
requirements he opts not to share any of SMD’s capabilities with P2 following
personal concerns. Hence, he simply expresses his constraints at higher level,
setting access control policies at the assets level only. The RedLine mechanism,
defines the distance between the asset owners’ high-level authorization policies
and their “real” willingness to share their assets or subsets of them with their
peers.

This assumption is depicted in Figure 5. On the left hand side where IBN
is inactive, user P1 expresses his strict constraints, in terms of SMD sharing
with P2 through high-level policy rule R1, according to which the requestor user
P2 is not allowed to access it and as a consequence he forbids access to any of
SMD’s subsystems (namely resources r1, r2 & r3 and their provided capabilities).
The PNP, activating IBN mechanism as shown on the right hand side of Figure
5 proposes a finer-grained rule R1’ according to which the requestor user R2
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can access (as the dotted line circles indicate) the necessary SMD subsystem
(namely resource r3 and its provided capability) in order to get his task served.
The intention of P1 in terms of approving or rejecting the refined R1’ is simulated
by users’ RedLines mechanism.

Fig. 6. IBN effect on social welfare: Asset Sharing 0%

IBN mechanism, as mentioned before, attempts to lower barriers, through
policy refinement, in order to establish better collaboration through asset sharing
(i.e., increase the overall number of served tasks and thus increase the social
welfare) while maintaining the level of compromise from the asset owners point
of view. Those users whose RedLines are more relaxed compared to their policies,
represent those who believe that they do not compromise any of their concerns
expressed through their initial, strict sharing policies and proceed with accepting
the refined ones.

6.3 Simulation Results

The experimental results are presented through Figures 6, 7 & 8 and the error
bars on clustered column charts represent (+ / -) 1 Standard Deviation. In
all three sets of experiments, when the IBN mechanism is activated the social
welfare in terms of task implementation is higher as expected. As it is shown
the effectiveness of IBN is higher in strict environments and decreases as moving
to more liberal ones. In Figure 6, for 0% asset sharing model, the IBN OFF
columns indicate that only 32% of the total tasks are served meaning that given
the users’ information need only the one third of it can be served by their own
resources. For the same sharing model, when IBN is activated the proportion of
served tasks increases to 50%.

In first and most strict case Figure 6, the margin between dropped and served
tasks when IBN is inactive is 36 percentage units. In IBN ON case the proportion
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Fig. 7. IBN effect on social welfare: Asset Sharing 25%

of dropped and served tasks is even. In the second experiment and 25% asset
sharing model, as shown in Figure 7, the served tasks proportion outperforms
the dropped tasks’ whether the IBN is active or not. With IBN ON however, the
proportion of served tasks is 8 percentage units more compared to when IBN is
OFF.

Fig. 8. IBN effect on social welfare: Asset Sharing 50%

Same trend in the last and most liberal case where half of the assets in the
opportunistic network are shared with the network’s users. The margin here
between IBN ON and IBN OFF cases almost disappears with IBN ON case
performing slightly better with 2 percentage units. Finally, as shown in Figure 8
in the simulated opportunistic network environment, if the asset sharing ratio is
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higher than 50% the IBN mechanism has not much to offer, while it is a useful
tool in promoting collaboration through asset sharing, for stricter (in terms of
asset sharing) environments.

7 Conclusion & Future Work

In summary the proposed IBN mechanism provides a policy refinement tool
for revising asset sharing policies in dynamic, multi-party environments. The
IBN paradigm is a good fit in multi-party environments, where collaboration is
promoted, to achieve mutually satisfactory negotiation outcomes. The proposed
mechanism is seamlessly interfaced with standardized PBMS and provides the
means to directly negotiate with policies. Finally, the experimental evaluation
indicates that when the IBN mechanism is activated the social welfare, in terms
of task implementation, increases, while the effectiveness of IBN is higher in
stricter environments and decreases as moving to more liberal ones.

As for the future research, there are plans for a) extending the IBN steps
with regards to broadening the negotiation space considering heuristics related
to users and their characteristics, such as, their team affiliation that can improve
IBN’s effectiveness through sharing assets and provided service horizontally (e.g.
inner-team) unlike the current vertical (i.e., user-to-user) approach and b) con-
duct experiments involving human participants.
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